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Distance:
   3.41 mi 1-way
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NobleNoble LakeLake -- (Alpine(Alpine County)County) 

July 20, 2013 

GettingGetting ThereThere 

Noble Lake in Alpine County can be reached via Highway 4 near Ebbett's
Pass. Ebbett's Pass is a 30 minute drive from Markleeville or a 30 minute
drive from Lake Alpine. There are a couple of ways to find parking near
Ebbett's Pass to hike into Noble Lake. I usually choose the larger parking
lot on the east side of Highway 4, closer to Kinney Reservoir.

TheThe HikeHike 

At 3.41 miles it makes for a moderate hike to Noble Lake in terms of
distance. I packed into Noble Lake and it was a moderate hike. It is a
mixture of up and downhill with a significant amount of downhill coming
in (remember that for the way out). However, there are some pretty nice
switchbacks towards the end of the hike to Noble Lake that will challenge
you for sure. When you reach Noble Lake, you will find a small, murky
looking lake. While not ideal for camping, you could probably find a
decent spot to pitch a tent in the grove of trees south of Noble Lake.

TheThe FishingFishing 

The fish are NOT biting at Noble Lake! While fishing Noble Lake I found
no action casting from any shore. Looks like the fish may have been
removed. There are abundant insects and boatloads of scuds near shore
at Noble Lake. This may indicate that Noble Lake is fishless due to Sierra
Yellow-Legged Frog restoration. I'll find out more and update! 

In the past, the fish were biting at Noble Lake in Alpine County. In fact,
they were quite large at times. I, nor any person that I have traveled with,
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About
This site was created to provide
information on fishing the lakes and
streams in California's Sierra Nevada
Mountains.

Latest Trips
Half Moon Lake
Lower Velma Lake
WF Carson River
Crater Lake
EF Carson River

Contact Us
Email: info@sierrafish.com
Visit our contact page

have ever had much luck with spinners here. But with beadhead nymphs,
we had much luck at Noble Lake. However, it looks like those days are
over. 
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